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SHOWN WITH NO PIN RING // 4 PIN RING POSITIONS //

AVAILABLE IN // FORGE GREY, CRIMSON RED, BLACK // RH, LH // NO PIN, .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”
WHAT’S INCLUDED // SCOPE BODY // GREEN (X2), RED & BLUE LEVEL // 10-32 X 1.25” 18-8 SS BHCS // 10-32 X 2” 18-8 SS BHCS // 10-32 X 2.5” 18-8 SS BHCS //  NO PIN RING // HEX KEY

The MV2 scope is machined with an angled light port 
to shine a light on the center of the lens.  An additional 

light port is included on each MV2 Pin Ring System. 

By loosening 2 set screws, a new PRS can be installed 
and immediately used.  This means multiple pin sizes 

and fibers can be utilized in seconds.

An adjustable fiber cover shades the preinstalled tubing 
that wraps around the PRS and with a simple twist 

limits the amount of light reaching the fiber.

Optional Pin Ring Systems can be installed with the 
pin in 4 different locations to give shooters multiple 

options for pin placement.



CLIP SYSTEM ENABLES S-PACK BAGS TO BE ATTACHED // FELT LINED INTERIOR POCKETS//

S-PACK SYSTEM
Years of travel have taught us a thing or two 
about protecting our gear and we’ve rolled all 
of that experience into our all-new S-Pack line.  

Each S-Pack is designed to be used individually or 
clipped together to create the ultimate system 

for stabilizer protection.  The S-Pack line is 
constructed using a durable, ripstop nylon outer 

shell combined with a padded felt interior for 
maximum stabilizer security.

The double S-Pack has two, padded stabilizer 
sleeves with an additional storage pocket 

for small accessories.  With the main sleeve 
measuring 37” and the secondary sleeve 

measuring 20” the double S-Pack can fit the 
majority of stabilizers.

The single S-Pack has one, 23” long main pocket 
and includes clips so it can be attached to the 

double S-Pack. 



TUNGSTEN WEIGHTS
With almost twice the density of stainless 

steel, tungsten weights help archers 
utilize a more compact weight system that 

reduces the overall size of the weight stack.  
Tungsten weights are available in 1 and 4 

ounce options in a silver and smooth black 
finish.

UMBRELLA BRACKETS
All new Sidekick umbrella brackets are built 
to be as tough as the chair they mount on.  
Designed to attach directly to the Sidekick 

chair each bracket utilizes existing mounting 
holes so no drilling is necessary.  Each kit 
includes a top mount, bottom mount and 

mounting hardware. 
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